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Film buffs with the hottest
ticket in town were left run-
ning for safety after a giant

model of King Kong went up in
flames at the sizzling Vietnam
premiere of the rebooted horror
classic.  The blaze began as a
glamorous announcer welcomed
communist party officials, diplo-
mats and celebrities to the
screening of ‘Kong: Skull Island’ in
Ho Chi Minh City on Thursday
night. But the razz-matazz soon
gave away to farce as a blaze-
apparently started by a torch dis-
carded by a fire dancer-consumed
the over-sized primate in minutes.

The fire tore through the five-
meter high model, sending film-
goers scurrying for cover as
flames burned demon-like
through King Kong’s eyes. The
only injuries caused by the fire
were to the model of the giant
ape-and the pride of event organ-
isers, as video of the fiasco went
viral. “Due to a mistake from one

of the (fire) dancers, part of the
stage caught fire and spread to all
of the decorations,” according to
a statement by Vietsin
Commercial Complex
Development, the company in
charge of the shopping mall
where the premiere was held.

The fire was extinguished after
five minutes. But Vietnamese
social media lit up with amuse-
ment at the bungled launch.”It was
better than watching a 3D movie,”
a facebook user called Hoang
Quoc Hiep quipped, while others
speculated the fire was part of a PR
stunt. Directed by Jordan Vogt-
Roberts, the latest outing for Kong
features an A-list cast led by
Samuel L Jackson, Tom Hiddleston,
Brie Larson and John Goodman.
The $185 million blockbuster is the
first Hollywood movie to be shot in
the communist country and
includes many landmark locations,
including the limestone cliffs of Ha
Long bay. — AFP 

Director Olivier Assayas’s bizarre
but transfixing “Personal
Shopper “ is not something

that lends itself to a simple descrip-
tion. Loosely, it’s about a young artist,
Maureen (Kristen Stewart), who is
coping (poorly) with the recent death
of her twin brother Lewis while work-
ing as a personal shopper for a
demanding Somebody in Paris. But
it’s also a ghost story. And a mourning
drama. And an erotic psychological
thriller. And a whodunit. And a cri-
tique of celebrity vapidity (sort of). It
is, in short, all over the place. And
whatever the pieces add up to is
rudely ambiguous.

That’s not to say the pieces aren’t
thought-provoking. Stewart is a
beguiling lead, once again playing
an ordinary person in close proximi-
ty to unfathomable fame and
wealth. In Assayas’s “Clouds of Sils

Maria” she was the personal assis-
tant and close confidant of a too
often ungrateful actress. Here, she’s
even more disconnected from her
employer, who is some kind of
wealthy model/humanitarian/per-
son about town. Instead of intellec-
tualizing acting and Hollywood as in
“Sils Maria,” here she’s unenthusias-
tically expressing her creativity by
picking out designer wares for her
boss, Kyra, and resisting the tempta-
tion to try them on (she’s been told
not to do that).

Maureen’s real obsession, howev-
er, is trying to contact her dead
brother. They were both mediums
and made an oath that if one died,
the deceased would contact the
other. It’s why she’s staying in Paris
at this terrible job and not moving
on to be with her boyfriend.

So Maureen spends nights regu-

larly at Lewis’s home, which is bor-
dering on Miss Havisham-level
decay despite only being vacant for
three months. She stalks around cor-
ners and runs toward the scary
creaks in the empty home and tells
her brother’s old girlfriend that she
definitely felt a presence. While
sparse for a modern ghost story, it is
rather effective in its ability to terrify.
When Maureen suspects contact,
she only wants more, and more and
more.  Her desperate grasp for
definitive meaning presents an
intriguing and compellingly stylish
portrait of grief and mourning.

But, as you already know, this
isn’t just a ghost story, and “Personal
Shopper” whiplashes back from the
spiritual realm to the “real world” of
loaned couture and jewelry and
Maureen’s unfulfilled ambition. It’s
there that Maureen starts making

contact with another kind of spirit
— the elusive being behind the
“unknown” number that begins to
light up her phone with an obses-
sive consistency. This mysterious
text messager gets under Maureen’s
skin pretty quickly. What was initially
bemused annoyance turns quickly
into an exciting lifeblood for her as
the texter asks provocative ques-
tions and encourages her to rebel a
little (i.e. down some vodka and try
on Kyra’s forbidden clothes).

Never has a modern film so
astutely captured the mundane but
all-consuming experience of emo-
tionally charged texting. Instead of
silly text clouds popping up in the
frame, Assayas takes the viewer
right to the phone screen and the
tense fingers typing, sending, and
waiting as the little bubbles tease
that another is coming. And then
things take quite an unexpected
turn for a film that thus far (besides
the apparitions) has been pretty

expectedly subdued. Thank good-
ness for Stewart, who deftly guides
the audience along on this jumbled
journey. The always evolving actress
is singular in excelling at occupying
this ordinary space despite her
extraordinary fame off screen. That
she’s already played an assistant-
type for Assayas takes away a bit of
the fun of seeing her as a normal
bumping up against the equally
unreal world of celebrity, but in
“Personal Shopper” she gets to go a
little more wild. In the end, it might
be too much to ask that a story
about vague unfulfilled desire adds
up to something concrete, but this
film that came out swinging crescen-
dos to a deeply unsatisfying shrug.

“Personal Shopper,” an IFC Films
release, is rated R by the Motion
Picture Association of America for
“for some language, sexuality, nudi-
ty and a bloody violent image.”
Running time: 105 minutes. Two and
a half stars out of four. — AP 

This picture taken on March 9, 2017 shows a giant model of King Kong going up in flames during the pre-
miere of the “Kong: Skull Island” in Ho Chi Minh City. — AFP 
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Kristen Stewart, otherworldly in ‘Personal Shopper’

A screenshot from the film ‘Personal Shopper’. 

Kristen Stewart,
right, and 
writer-director
Olivier Assayas
pose for a portrait
to promote their
film, “Personal
Shopper” in New
York. — AP 


